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CFQl Fig. 3 Transmission spectra along sev- 
eral propagation directions, 0, defined in Fig. lb, 
for a = 0.28 km. The solid (dotted) curves are as 
in Fig. 2. 

that a polar plot of the attenuation positions 
seen in Fig. 3 reproduces the geometry of the 
Brillouin zones (depicted in Fig. 1). This has 
been confirmed experimentally, both in the 
near-infrared' and in the visible! 

Our low-index-contrast nanochannel- 
glass-based photonic crystals can allow the 
fabrication of devices, such as filters, tunable 
by adjusting the propagation direction and po- 
larization. Unlike materials used in previous 
work, the present photonic crystals are easily 
scaled to very large physical dimensions, ex- 
ceeding 2 inches on a side. 
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Photonic bandgap crystals are expected to be 
of use in defining microcavities for modifying 
spontaneous emission and as highly reflective 
mirrors. There are several reports of microfab- 
ricating one-dimensional  structure^.'-^ Here, 
we describe the incorporation of a microfabri- 
cated two-dimensional photonic lattice in an 
edge-emitting semiconductor laser structure. 
We demonstrate laser operation in a cavity 
formed between a cleaved facet and a micro- 
fabricated periodic lattice. 

The photonic lattice used was a two- 
dimensional hexagonal close-packed lattice 
etched vertically into the semiconductor. The 
lattice was designed to have a TE photonic 
bandgap that spectrally overlapped the gain 

CFQZ Fig. 1 SEM micrograph of the pho- 
tonic lattice. 

region of the semiconductor laser ~tructure .~ 
The lattice constant a of the structure was 212 
nm, and the ratio of the hole radius to the 
lattice constant, rla, was approximately 0.35. 
The lattice was etched through the active re- 
gion and well into the bottom waveguide clad- 
ding to ensure a good overlap with the optical 
field. 

The sample was an MBE-grown GRINSCH 
laser structure. The active region contained a 
single 10-nm GaAs quantum well. A 50-nm- 
thick AlAs layer surrounded by 15-nm-thick 
Al,,,Ga,.,As layers was included above the 
p-doped cladding in the top contact layers. 
This layer was necessary for the fabrication of 
the dielectric lattice as described below. 

The hexagonal lattice is first transfered into 
a 70 nm layer of 2% PMMA (polymethyl 
methacyclate) with use of a focused electron 
beam lithography process. Following the beam 
writing, a chemically assisted ion beam etch 
(CAIBE) is used to transfer the holes through 
the 20 nm GaAs cap layer and the 50 nm AMs 
mask layer. This results in holes that penetrate 
through the AlAs layer and terminate in a GaAs 
buffer layer. High temperature field oxidation 
of the AL4s is subsequently performed at 
340 "C for 12 minutes5 This oxidizes the AL4s 
around the holes and thus forms a very sturdy 
mask? The hexagonal array of holes is then 
transferred to a depth of 2-3 pm into the laser 
structure so as to overlap the optical field. Fig- 
ure 1 shows an SEM micrograph of the etched 
lattice. After this last CAIBE, the surface mask 
is gone and the Ni covered top contacts thus 
define a waveguide structure. 

The structures lased in pulsed operation. 
The L-I characteristic of one of these lasers is 
shown in Fig. 2. The lowest threshold current 
measured was 110 mA from a 180-pm-long 
laser. There was considerable scatter in the 
threshold currents and in the measured exter- 
nal efficiencies of these devices. We believe this 
is a result of etch depth variations and rough- 
ness in the laser stripe and in the photonic 
lattice. Because of this, it is very difficult to 
estimate a modal mirror reflectivity for the 
photonic bandgap gratings. Based on the 
threshold current densities of the best devices, 
we estimate a modal reflectivity of 50% from 
the photonic lattice. The emission spectrum 
below threshold was used to do Hakke-Paoli 
analysis. This indicated that the photonic lat- 
tice was eight times more reflective than a dry- 
etched facet. The lasers operated around 800 
nm, which is the transition resulting from the 
second quantized state in the quantum well. 
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CFQZ Fig. 2 Pulsed L-I characteristic of a 
180-pm-long laser. 

In summary, we have demonstrated lasers 
incorporating a photonic lattice as an end mir- 
ror in a Fabry-Perot cavity. The microfabri- 
cated photonic lattice consisted of a two- 
dimensional hexagonal close-packed array of 
holes approximately 200 nm in diameter 
etched 2.5 pm deep into the sample. Consid- 
erable scatter was observed in the device 
threshold currents and external efficiencies. 
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We have textured free-standing semiconduc- 
tor slab waveguides with a 2D square lattice of 
through-holes. Figure 1 is an SEM micrograph 
ofthe facet cleaved through one ofthese struc- 
tures: details of the fabrication process have 
been described elsewhere.' The objective of 
this work is to theoretically and experimentally 
characterize the manner in which the texture 
modifies the resonant electromagnetic excita- 
tion spectrum of the untextured slab. Since 
even small perturbations of this excitation 


